EXISTING NARROW WOOD OPENING
WRAP AROUND STRAIGHT PANNING

Half Scale Sections

INSTALLATIONS
MM3-0
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HEAD
(JAMB SIMILAR)

INTERIOR TRIM

OPTIONAL
BATT INSULATION
(NBT)

FIELD TRIM
LEG (NBT)

SEALANT
(NBT)

REMOVE STOPS AS REQUIRED

FASTENERS @ 18" O.C.
& 6" FROM END
TYPICAL (NBT)

SUPPORT BLOCKING
(NBT)

SEALANT
(NBT)

FIELD TRIM
LEG (NBT)

SEALANT
(NBT)

INTERIOR TRIM

FIELD TRIM
LEG (NBT)

INTERIOR TRIM

SEALANT
(NBT)

EXAMPLE SHOWN WITH TR-5000
FOR OPTIONAL IMPROVED PERFORMANCE, ADD AN EXPOSED CAP BEAD (NBT)

(NBT) = NOT BY TRACO

www.traco.com